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A long anticipated new era in remote sensing has begun with data now being acquired by commercially-owned satellites and airplanes as well as (as in the past) government-owned satellites. The advent of this era is marked by new imaging sensors and platforms including the first commercial high-resolution satellites. These provide better than 1 meter ground sample distance. There are several commercial systems, including IKONOS, Quickbird and EROS, providing an unprecedented quality and quantity of earth observation data in a very short time after acquisition! In addition, data can be readily purchased commercially from many other systems. The timely availability of this data opens up exciting new application areas including disaster management, urban planning and many others. For the first time in the history of remote sensing, there are systems and data currently in the commercial marketplace which, previously, were unavailable or available only to governments. The industry is maturing and this Remote Sensing special section of Optical Engineering includes papers addressing many aspects of the current state of remote sensing.

This special section begins with an overview of the global emergence of commercial earth observation satellites and their impact on current and future availability of digital remote sensing imagery data. This impact is synergistic with the rapidly expanding field of geospatial information systems (GIS) applications. Subsequent papers focus on: 1) image collection, 2) image processing tools, and 3) applications using both aerial and satellite collection platforms.

In their overview paper, Baker, O’Connor, and Venzor provide observations from their unique position at RAND on the emergence of commercially-operated high-resolution imaging satellites. Although capable of providing continuous earth coverage of great information value to GIS analysts, the high initial cost of satellites and competition with government-sponsored systems present challenges for the private investor. Chief among these challenges are the policies of world governments that permit free public access to commercial imagery, as well as clear rules governing competition from government-sponsored competitors. The chief benefit of a financially healthy international commercial remote sensing satellite industry is nothing less than a significant increase in global transparency, with attendant benefits of timely environmental monitoring and common datasets accessible to all governments, non-government organizations (NGOs), and academic and commercial value-added services groups.

The group of papers on image collection includes Martin’s paper describing the image collection optimization process. This optimization is crucial to maximize use of expensive remote sensing satellites. Gorin and Sharp each present important enabling techniques for hyperspectral imaging (HSI), an exciting remote sensing image dataset that promises significant increase in information content. Gorin’s paper deals with the optimization, for object detection and recognition, of atmospheric correction of hyperspectral data in the thermal wave bands. His technique uses a new image assessment measure, the spectral similarity scale, to quantify the “goodness of fit” for spectral emissivity output from atmospheric correction. Sharp describes a data compression technique to greatly reduce the vast amounts of data to be stored and transmitted from HSI sensors having 200+ sensor bands recorded in each image pixel. She demonstrates the technique’s effectiveness on datasets from a number of operational HSI sensors.

The image processing papers describe automated approaches to extract information from imagery data and a technique to protect the intellectual property rights of a digital image by embedding a digital watermark. Cheng and Toutin describe an automated process of extracting
digital elevation models (DEMs) from stereo images of a ground area of interest. The process, using a satellite geometry model developed at the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing, is used to compare the accuracy of automatically-extracted DEMs from the SPOT and ASTER imaging sensors with a USGS DEM of the same ground area of interest. Haverkamp describes a fully automated process that extracts and marks straight roads on images of urban environments captured by the 1-meter resolution commercial satellite IKONOS. Barni, Bartolini, Magli, and Olmo assess existing digital watermarking techniques when applied to remote sensing imagery and show how modification of these techniques can have minimal impact on an important image processing analysis: unsupervised classification.

Applications of remote sensing range from environmental management and planning to aiding in disaster response. The first two papers in the applications group describe how remote sensing can be used in disaster response. Rodarmel, Scott, Šimerlink, and Walker relate how multiple remote sensing devices aboard an aerial platform were of significant value to the rescue and cleanup operations following the attack on the World Trade Center in New York City. They make the important point that in certain situations, imagery data from multiple parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are essential to extract the information needed. They also describe their rapid hardware integration and analysis accomplishments in achieving daily overflights of the WTC site and delivery of actionable information to people on the ground. Laben describes the integration of remote sensing data and GIS technology in order to produce and manage decision support products for disaster management at the Pacific Disaster Center on Maui, Hawaii. Gomez discusses the application of hyperspectral imaging to transportation systems analysis as well as the status and importance of the development of spectral libraries. Spectral libraries, relating spectrographic response to various surfaces and materials, are required for interpretation of HSI images, not only in transportation but in any application area. Almeida-Guerra describes the successful application of SPOT imagery data to study change in land use along the Colombian Caribbean coast and the development of coastal management policy.

Based upon the broad interest from potential contributors who were unable to complete papers in time for this issue, we believe this special section can be repeated in the future. We thank all the authors contributing to this special section, the reviewers for their timely reviews of the papers selected here, and the Optical Engineering staff for their patient guidance and support.
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